ACP 131(B)
DECODE

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

SIGNAL

QKA

QJCB

iUCC

The sea conditions (at•••position).,.
1) permit alighting but not take-off.

2) render alighting extremely
hazardous.

QKD

QXE

May I be relieved (at.,,

You may expect to be relieved at...

hours)?

hours (by...l) aircraft...(identi
fication) (type...). 2) vessel whose

QKF

call sign is...(call sign) (and/or
whose name (is.•.(name)).
•1KG

Will relief take place
when...(identification)

Relief will take place when...

(identification) establishes.••

1) visual,
2) communications, contact with

establishes.••

1) visual,
2) communications, contact

survivors.

with survivors?

QJCH

Report details of the

parallel sweep (track)
search being (or to be)
conducted?
or

In the parallel sweep

(track search being (or to
be) conducted, what is

The parallel sweep (track) search
is being (or to be) conducted...

(are)...

1) the direction of sweeps,

1) with direction of sweeps.••
degrees...(true or magnetic).
2) with,..(distance figures and

2) the separation between

units) separation between sweeps.

sweeps,

3) the height above the
datum, employed in the
search pattern?

3) at a height of...(figures)
above...(datum).
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DECODE

SIGNAL
OKI

ANSWERr ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

QJCJ

QKK

QKL

QKM

QKN

Aircraft plotted (believed to be

you) in position...on track...
degrees at,,.hours.
QKO

What other units are

In the operation (...(identifi

(or will be) taking part
in the operation (•.•

cation)), the following units are
(or will be) taking part...(name

(identification of
operation))?

of units).
or

•••(name) unit is taking part in
operation (.,.(identification))
(with effect from,..hours).
QKP

Which pattern of search is
being followed?

The search pattern is...

1) parallel sweep.
2) square search.
3) creeping line ahead.
4) track crawl,
5) contour search,

6) combined search by aircraft
and ship.

7). ...(specify).
QKO,
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QUESTION

SIGNAL

QKR

QXS

QKT

OKU

QKV

QKW

j^^\
QKX

QJCY

QKZ

/

OLA

QLB

Will you monitor...station

I have monitored...station and

and report regarding range,
quality, etc.?

report (briefly) as follows,..
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QLC

OLD

4l£

.

QLF

QLG

QLH

Will you use simultaneous
keying on.•.frequency and
••.frequency?

I will now key simultaneously on...
frequency and...frequency.

<nl

QLJ

qlK

QLL

QLM

Q.LN
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QUESTION

0X6

QLP
:

QLQ

QLR

QLS

QLT

QLU

QLV

Is the...radio facility
still required?

The...radio facility is still
required.

QLW

QLX

QLY

QLZ

1
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